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Abstract 

This thesis studies the topic of presence, active being, through material design. It investigates how materials 
can cause a sensation of presence in a human being and produce a nurturing experience. In psychology well-
being is considered to be in relation to the ability to pay attention. However, instead of sustaining focus on a 
current moment, our mind and thoughts wander to something else nearly half of the time awake. In neuro-
science, the ability to stay present is noted to improve creativity and to reduce stress symptoms and heal de-
pression. 

The thesis includes a literature review and a case study, which utilizes a participatory material workshop as a 
design and research method. Main goals of the thesis are to 1) explore new methods for inspiration by in-
volving users in the textile design process and 2) sketch materials from an experiential perspective consider-
ing both mind and body. 

The theoretical part of the thesis consists of two themes: The concept of presence, which is reviewed 
through insights into meditation, mindfulness, neuroscience and immersion and material design, which is 
approached from the perspective of meaning of a material. The concept of meaning of a material refers to 
intangible, human-like personality traits, which are used to explain affections, associations and experiences 
linked to materials. Material’s meaning contributes to the overall material experience. Components, which 
form material’s personality and material experience can be studied in order to design successful material and 
user experiences. 

Second part of the thesis presents an explorative case study, which investigates meditative personality traits 
in materials. The study is executed in the form of a material workshop with users. Workshop, based on 
Meaning Driven Materials Selection-method, explores what kind of material features, experiences, context 
and emotions are attached to personality traits that portray meditative experience. Selected traits are based 
on the writer’s personal experience and on an analysis, which lists characteristics of meditative and immer-
sive experience based on literature. Findings from the workshop consist of semi-structured interviews, pho-
tographs and sensorial scale ratings.  

Benefits of collecting inspiration with participatory methods result in versatile and stimulating findings, 
which reflect users’ subjective answers. Findings give multiple hints of what kind of material experiences are 
linked to the studied personality traits, which portray meditative experience. These findings are interpreted 
verbally and translated into experimental material sketches, which form an inspirational basis for further 
design work with spatial textiles. 

Ke words  material design, material experience, textile, user involvement, human-centred design, 
presence, meditative experience 
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I BACKGROUND

My design process is often guided by the idea of human body and mind being the same. I am 
intrigued by the thought of how focusing to this marriage of emotions and bodily sensations 
one could provide nurturing and meaningful experiences for wellbeing. As a textile designer, I 
am fascinated to explore the relationship of mind and body from the perspective of materials.

In my previous study projects, I have studied for example how to empower roller derby players 
mentally and protect them physically by novelty colour and material design, and how to convey 
sense of spirituality in shoe material’s meant for a 19-year old. These projects have been planted 
in the Aalto ARTS MA courses Functional Clothing and Materials and Colour and Material 
Design, which have been truly inspirational in the realms of material design and user inspiration. 
On the background lies my profound studies on various textile design methods, which I have 
cultivated during BA studies. In my master thesis, I continue this path of user research in the 
scope of material design and material experiences. 

In the thesis, material design is approached from the perspective of meanings, which explain 
how we experience and value materials. People often use human-like personality traits to 
describe material’s (van Rompay, 2005) and these personality traits refer to meanings (Karana 
et al, 2010). I find this theory about materials and personality traits extremely fascinating, and 
thus it has been studied first with literature, then with a case study.

The contextual frame of the thesis lies in the concept of presence and how it elicits nurture and 
wellbeing. The ability to pay attention has noted to improve creativity, treat depression and lead 
to decreased level of stress and anxiety. Inspired by this, the case study investigates meditative 
personality traits in materials with participatory methods.
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II RISING NEED OF PRESENCE, UBIQUITOUS TECHNOLOGY AND MINDSPACES

To consider why the topic of presence is relevant today we must take a look at the modern 
technology and how it without a question forms the way we live, consume and connect with 
others. Technology has provided evolutionary possibilities in communication, medicine and 
freedom of speech. At the same time, the addictive effects of ubiquitous smart devices and 
seductive social media apps are causing constant distraction (Lewis, 2017). Our focus and 
ability to concentrate is attacked, even when our gadgets and devices are turned off (Winnick, 
2016). The endless information flow confronted by a human elicits continuous partial attention, 
which limits the cognitive capacity (Lewis, 2017). As an example, 20 years ago the attention 
span in the working environment was approximately 3 minutes, while today it is measured to 
be 45 seconds (Zomodori, 2017). 

The need of presence and cultivating an ability to pay attention is rising, which manifests in the 
widely popular self-help tools introduced, ironically, by interaction technology. One of these 
is a meditation tool Headspace, which was launched in 2010 and has been downloaded more 
than 11 million times, has 400 000 paying users and is valued at about $250 million by Forbes 
(Chaykowski, 2017). Step by step, Headspace guides the user with breathing exercises from 
day one to more demanding meditation tasks. It also includes instructing animations, articles 
and videos (Headspace, 2018). Another example from the interaction technology is Breathe, 
which was launched in 2016 for the Apple Watch. It enables the user to practice mindfulness by 
controlling ones breath through visual and haptic feedback (Hattersley, 2016). 

An example from an interesting near-future event, which theme hovers in the terrain of mind 
and body wellbeing, is Habitare with its theme ”Mindspaces”. The fair, which takes place in 
September 2019 in Helsinki, states the following in its press release (2018): 

  ” Homes and spaces have a variety of functions. Life is a balancing act that involves 
 reconciliation between work, well-being and togetherness. The spaces and environments 
are the realm of the senses, constituting places in which the mind can rest, and be 
inspired and renewed”. 

With this emphasis, Habitare presents the connection of space and human mind by showcasing 
out-takes on issues such as multi-sensorial experiences, immersive technology vs. reality (eg. 
VR and AR) and privacy ("Habitare 2019 to explore the spaces of the mind", 2018).

III DESIGN AND WELLBEING

In this thesis, wellbeing is studied from the context of experiencing presence. This topic drifts 
in the waves of psychology, subjective experiences and bodily sensations, whereas the concept 
of wellbeing is a broad entity. Wellbeing describes the quality of individual’s life in addition 
to health, income or meaningful social relationships. Even though wellbeing is experienced 
in a subjective and individual level, it is highly dependant on the surrounding society and 
built environment. Hence, wellbeing is an important factor in politics and in decision making 
(Keinonen et al, 2013).

Fig 1-3: Screenshots from Headspace, which is an application for exercising mindfulness based meditation.

Fig 4-5: Breathe, an application embedded in the Apple Watch, guides the user's breath with haptic and visual feedback.
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Design for wellbeing is a cross-disciplinary and collaborative practice, which aims to improve 
human life by questioning and improving rooted systems and processes on multiple levels in 
the society. This practice is dealing with various fields and roles, cultural and social groups, 
historical contexts and habits, which are approached with various methods combining arts, 
crafts, innovation and research (Keinonen et al, 2013). 

Turkka Keinonen states in the book Designing for wellbeing (2013), that designing for wellbeing 
is about forming a deeper understanding from the issues at hand, and enhancing the intangible 
contents such as digital interfaces, face-to-face services, internet and urban development. Case 
studies presented in the book examine for example developing future infrastructures in suburbs 
with the residents and improving patient experiences in psychiatric clinics (Keinonen et al, 
2013).

The intangible, immaterial contents and human relations are the assumed outcomes, when 
considering wellbeing and design from the perspective shared by Keinonen. However, the 
outcome I aim to reach is material and tangible. I do not claim, that my thesis work is parallel 
to the established practice of design for wellbeing, but instead, highly motivated from the same  
idea of improving the quality of human life.

IV USER INVOLVEMENT

The case study of the thesis exploits a participatory research method Meaning driven materials 
selection(MDMS)-tool (Karana et al, 2010) to investigate materials. In the design context, user 
involvement is a well-utilized practice, which is also availed for example when designing for 
wellbeing. User involvement covers multiple methods and disciplines under one umbrella 
(”Approaches overview”, n.d.). These methods and disciplines can be located between two main 
approaches (fig 6) where:

 1) designer has active role,
 2) user is the main contributor. 

I introduce 3 different disciplines defined by INUSE Research Group from Aalto University 
(”Approaches overview”, n.d.). In these approaches designer has an active role and the user is in 
the role of an influencer:

User inspiration-method is usually implied for ”culturally mature products”, where the designer 
and the user share similar cultural environment. The re-designed object, whether material or 
immaterial, is extremely familiar. By stimulating and collecting inspiration from the users, 
designer envisions, refreshes, mixes, re-composes or dismantles these already established and 
familiar objects (”User inspiration”, n.d.).

Developer immersion in use highlights designer’s role as a well-immersed practitioner and a 
professional among other end users. Thus, designer already own’s a deep understanding and 
knowledge about the peer user’s behaviour, and possibly has an easy route to gather information 

© 2015–2017 INUSE Research Group  |  Aalto University  |  Finland  |  About (/about)

APPROACHES Overview
The chaos of methods, methodologies, approaches and techniques of codesign can be structured by clustering them in families with respect to agency
given to designers and users.

designers
active

inspiration investigation cooperation community

users
active

User Inspiration

Developer
Immersion in Use

User Experience

Human-Centred
Design

Collaborative
Design

Co-Creative
Design

Firm-Hosted User
Design

Hybrid User
Innovator

Community

Independent
User Innovator

Community

Fig 6: Various approaches for user involvement are situated on an explanatory figure 
by INUSE Research Group, Aalto University. 

and execute prototyping and testing. This level of deep absorption usually requires longstanding 
practice, which can be cultivated through ethnographic methods. (”Developer immersion in 
use”, n.d.)

User experience (UX) is a human-centred design perspective, where experiences, emotions 
and meanings are placed in the very centre of the investigation. This holistic approach has its 
background in psychology of experiencing. Techniques for UX are for example questionnaires 
and heuristic evaluations, such as designer’s intuition, proficiency or trusting the common 
sense. The most usual context for user experience-design is in consumer products, but it has 
started to find its place also in the realms of working culture (”User experience design [UXD]”, 
n.d.). 

If considering where to situate the MDMS-tool utilized in this thesis, it would be located 
somewhere in between the sections ”inspiration” and ”investigation” in the figure 6. The 
MDMS-tool gathers subjective and holistic user experiences, which are then compared and 
interpreted with designer’s own consideration and proficiency to guide one’s creative work. As 
I have experienced, applying user experience in the textile design process, excluding functional 
textiles such as medical and workwear, is not so prevalent.
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V THESIS STRUCTURE

The main goals of the thesis are to :

1) explore new methods for inspiration by involving users in the textile design process, 
2) sketch materials from an experiential perspective considering both the mind and the body.

The first part of the thesis reviews the concept of presence through meditation, mindfulness and 
immersion. Material design is approached by presenting a theory on meaning of material and 
how it affects the overall material experience. In addition, literature review presents insights 
into spatial experience and the concept of atmosphere, which share similar components and 
experiential value with the material experience.

The secon part of the thesis is a case study, which investigates what kind of material’s are linked 
to meditative personality traits. Research begins with an analysis of meditative and immersive 
characteristics. Based on the analysis, meditative experience is deconstructed into set of 
personality traits, which are studied by involving users. These studies take place in participatory 
material workshops, which are built around Meaning Driven Materials Selection-method 
(Karana et al, 2009). Findings, based on users’ subjective answers, are interpreted and translated 
into experimental material sketches. Sketched materials are regarded to form an inspirational 
basis for further explorations among spatial textiles, which elicit nurture for both mind and 
body.

VI RESEARCH QUESTIONS

How to research material’s personality and utilize it as an 
inspirational tool in a design process? 

How does involving users benefit in the process of material design?

What kind of materials are linked to meditative personality traits?



1 literature review
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LITERATURE REVIEW STRUCTURE

1.1 Meaning of a material and material experience   p. 22

1.2 Spatial experience      p. 26

1.3 The experience of presence     p. 31
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1.1 MEANING OF A MATERIAL AND MATERIAL 
EXPERIENCE

1.1.1 Intangible traits of materials refer to meanings

People often use human-like personality traits (e.g. stubborn, gentle or immature) to describe 
materials (van Rompay, 2005). These so called intangible, expressive or semantic traits are not 
part of material’s physical body (Karana et al, 2008), but do mirror the material’s physical 
properties. As an example, one might describe a gentle material with tangible properties such 
as soft and smooth, or an aggressive material with tangible properties such as rough, heavy or 
hard. Thus, these expressive (personality) traits are used to explain how we feel about materials, 
what kind of associations materials evoke and how we experience and value them. This entity, 
which is explained with intangible traits, is also called as meaning of a material (Karana et al, 
2009; Karana et al, 2010).

Meaning of a material contributes to the overall material experience (Karana, 2010). Material 
experience consist of four stages, which are influential to each other. These are sensorial, 
interpretative (referring to meanings), emotional and performative experiences (Giaccardi et al, 
2015).  According to Elvin Karana (2010), in order to understand how materials are perceived by 
people on daily basis, designers should approach material experience with this holistic mindset. 
By choosing the right kind of materials to a product, designer is able to produce both successful 
user and material experiences (Karana, 2010).

1.1.2 Situational whole affects the material’s meaning and material experience

Meaning of material and material experience only exists, when the user interacts with the 
material (Karana, 2010; Giaccardi et al, 2015). The way materials obtain their meanings, is 
affected by an entity called situational whole, in which the overall material experience also takes 
place. Situational whole covers five dynamic components (Karana, 2010):

(a) material properties (sensorial and technical)
(b) the object in which the material is used
(c)  interaction between the user and the material
(d) context of use
(e) the user and her/his emotions, memories, (previous) associations, experiences and  
 cultural  background

1 Literature review
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Fig 7: Meaning of a material is affected by the dynamic components of a situational whole: the interaction between 
the user and the material, user's background, material's sensorial and technical properties, the product. The graph 
is a re-illustration from the MoM-model introduced by Karana et al. (2010). 
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These five factors, which form the situational whole, are synced tightly and in constant change 
depending on the time, user and context. This means that any material can obtain whatever 
meaning based on the current circumstances and way of interaction. Thus, ”meaning of a 
material cannot be reduced to” a certain sensorial feature such as hardness or elasticity. Mixture 
of different properties form different meanings in different contexts (Karana et al, 2010).

1.1.3 How materials gain meanings

Even though materials cannot be labeled to certain personality traits or sensorial properties, 
the relations between the different components constructing the material’s meanings, can be 
recognized. These relations are called meaning evoking patterns. When designer is aware of and 
understands these relations, she ”can more deliberately (or systematically) manipulate meaning 
creation in materials selection processes” (Karana et al, 2010, p. 2933).

To investigate these relations, in other words, how materials gain their meanings, a designer can 
utilize a participatory method called Meaning driven material selection (MDMS)-tool. This tool 
is introduced by Elvin Karana, Paul Hekkert and Prabhu Kandachar in 2010, and it produces 
information by involving users. The tool studies, how certain personality traits (used by people 
to describe meanings) are linked to different materials (Karana et al, 2010).

The tool consists of three stages. First, data is gathered by asking the participants to choose 
a material that reflects a certain personality trait. Second, participants are asked to explain 
their decision verbally and fill a sensorial scale form measuring the sensorial properties of the 
material. In addition, each personality trait-material pair is photographed. Finally, the designer 
will evaluate and organize the collected data. In this method, the designer has the authority to 
intuitively pick the relevant elements and make connotations between materials and personality 
traits to guide one’s creative work (Karana et al, 2010).

1 Literature review

 (Ashby and Johnson, 2002, p. 73 in Karana, 2010, p. 274)

“Material is like an actor, it can assume many 
different personalities, depending on the role it is 
asked to play.“

Fig 8: Meanings are always attached 
to materials by interacting with 
them. A woven material sketch from 
the author's case study.
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1.2 SPATIAL EXPERIENCE

1.2.1 Bodily movement, spatial experience and atmosphere 

Perceiving space and architecture is a multi-sensorial experience, where, as noted by architect 
Juhani Pallasmaa (2012), all five senses equally cooperate with perceiver’s emotions, memories 
and the sense of existence. He especially emphasizes the role of touch by noting that ”all the 
senses, including vision, can be regarded as extensions of the sense of touch - as specialisations 
of the skin”  (Pallasmaa, 2012, p. 45).

Alan Held and Richard Hei indicated in 1963, that the perception of the space is always formed 
through bodily movement, thus engaging with the space (Held et al, 1963). In addition, a study, 
which applied virtual reality (VR) in a research about body, mind in architectural experience, 
proposed that a space must contain ”possibilities for action” in order to be experienced and 
understood (Jelić et al, 2016, p. 16).

1.2.2 Spatial experience and atmosphere

”I am the space where I am.”  - Noel Arnaud, a French Poet (Crawford, 1997, p.34) 

This quote crystallizes the mental essence of spatial experience, in other words, the atmosphere. 
Architect Gernot Böhme described atmosphere as a spatially extended feeling (Pallasmaa et al, 
2015 as cited in Parshina, 2017). Pallasmaa (2014) explains atmosphere as an ambience, which 
is sensed first emotionally, through perceiver’s existence, then with intellect. Atmosphere 
affects and elevates the bodily sensation (sensorial experiences) and defines the overall spatial 
perception - in other words, the character of the space. According to him, ”Atmosphere 
stimulates activities and guides the imagination.” (Pallasmaa, 2014, 19).

Likewise a designer can study how materials obtain their meanings, the way atmosphere is 
formed can and should be studied. Borch (2014) highlights that a spatial designer should pay 
attention to atmosphere and regard it as a powerful tool, that enables one to provoke certain 
behaviour (such as interaction, movement) and elicit emotions and associations in the visitors. 
Pallasmaa outlines that in order to provide successful spatial experiences, an architect must be 
able to envision  human perspective, such as behaviour and emotions. In short, adopting a skill 
for empathy and compassion (Havik et al, 2013).

1 Literature review
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1.2.3  Material experience mirrors spatial experience 

To me it seems, that the multi-dimensional spatial experience and material experience emerge 
from similar circumstances. Both of them embrace interaction as the main requirement for 
perception, both highlight the connection between user and the sensorial, bodily sensations. 
If situated on the same figure, spatial experience could stand in the contextual sphere, where 
material experience and interaction takes place (fig 9).

Drawing back to the theory on how space is perceived by it providing possibilities for action 
(Jelić et al, 2016), one could suggest that in order to provide a successful spatial experience, 
the materials and objects within the space ought to provide a possibility for interaction and 
exploration. In a sense, when focusing on creating a meaningful material experience, the 
(material) designer already adjusts the spatial and atmospheric experience, in which the 
material is situated.

1 Literature review

"I am the space where I am.” - Noel Arnaud, a French Poet

Fig 10: Olafur Eliasson's spatial artworks are often mentioned as an example, when referred to the concept of atmosphere. 
Here is "The weather project" (2013) in Tate Modern, which captivates visitors senses in an immersive, nature-mimicing 
space. Photo: Tate Photography (Andrew Dunkley & Marcus Leith).
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“Wandering mind is an unhappy 
mind”

1.3 THE EXPERIENCE OF PRESENCE 

1.3.1 Paying attention refers to wellbeing

Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, a psychologist famous for his profound research on the phenomena 
of flow, states that happiness elicits from the ability to pay attention. However, according to 
a research, instead of paying attention to a task at hand, our mind and thoughts wander to 
something else 46,9 % from our time awake. Wandering mind is described to be an unhappy 
mind (Killingsworth et al, 2010) - most of the content is reported to be negative and 95 % of it 
based on earlier thoughts and expectations (Harris, 2008; Chopra, 1990 as cited in Buur et al, 
2016). Perhaps it can be said, that cultivating an ability to stay present guides a person towards 
wellbeing.

1.3.2 Meditation: Active being

Meditation, springing from buddhist philosophy, is arguably the most well-known exercise 
training mind and presence. Practising meditation feeds our imagination, intelligence, 
creativity, wisdom, will power and clarity of mind (Kabat-Zinn, 2010; Lifted, 2018; Bergland, 
2015).

The aim of meditation is to guide one’s focus voluntarily to the present moment and letting go 
instead of getting carried away by stream of unnecessary thoughts ("Meditation", n.d; Kabat-
Zinn, 2010). Jon Kabat-Zinn, a professor and pioneer in Mindfulness Based Stress Reduction-
method (MBSR) at MIT, crystallizes the practice with phrases such as active being and dying 
momentarily on purpose. Some describe it as re-programming the brain (Kabat-Zinn, 2010). 

A crucial part of meditation ideology is the function and marriage of mind and body, which 
Buddha researched with a scientific mindset (Kabat-Zinn, 2010). Meditation techniques 
exist presumably as many as there are those who rehearse it. The most well-known methods 
of meditation are usually practiced by steering attention to breath, feeling of the body or by 
repeating advising words or phrases, better known as mantra (”Meditation” n.d.). In addition, 
yoga, which mixes dynamic breathing to asanas, postures requiring strength, flexibility and 
fluent movement, has been originally trained to strengthen the body and mind for meditation.

As an example, during mindfulness meditation, when one acknowledges the loss of attention, 
one steers the focus, with acceptance, back to breathing, body or any other guiding feature 
(Buur et al, 2016). When breathing with a deep and slow pace, one triggers the vagus nerve, 
which stimulates a calming physiological response on the nervous system (Caddy, 2016).

1 Literature review



(Kabat-Zinn, 2010, p. 110)

Quote above describes the ideology behind meditation in 
the zen tradition, where posture and bodily movements 
are believed to guide the mind into a conscious and still 
state, ready to sense. For example taking a sitting posture 
with an ”image of a mountain”  - thus sitting with dignity, 
back relaxed but straight - creates a sense of elevation and 
rootedness, enhances self-appreciation and makes the 
exercise fluid. In yoga, the hand and feet positions, known 
as mudras, resemble different energies and steer the exercise 
(Kabat-Zinn, 2010).
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1.3.3 Mindfulness

In the heart of buddhist meditation, in addition to the connection of mind and body, is 
mindfulness (Kabat-Zinn, 1994). Oxford Dictionary defines mindfulness as (”Definition of 
mindfulness”, n.d.):

1. The quality or state of being conscious or aware of something.

2. Mental state achieved by focusing one’s awareness on the present moment, while calmly 
acknowledging and accepting one’s feelings, thoughts, and bodily sensations, used as a 
therapeutic technique.

In buddhist meditation being mindful enables a human to wake up from a state of not 
being present, a state of suffering. This state of suffering is described both in psychology 
and buddhist philosophy as our normal state of consciousness, which is a chaotic wanderer, 
always in movement, thoughts and distractions changing rapidly in nanoseconds (Bergland, 
2015; Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). Buddhist philosophy playfully calls this state of mind as crazy 
puppy mind, monkey mind or wild elephant mind (Sirenius, A.M., 8.4.2018. Lecture: “Mieli ja 
tietoisuus, kuka olen?”).

Experts state that mindfulness is an inherent ability of the mind, which enables us to maintain 
the natural performance of the body and live in harmony with oneself and the world (Kabat-
Zinn, 2010; Lifted 2018). Also in psychology, mindfulness is named as one of the primary 
processes (Norlander et al, 2012).

In buddhism exercising mindfulness results in tranquility, stillness of mind, where thoughts and 
emotions have a natural balance (Buddhaghosa, 1991, as cited in Vago et al, 2016). Tranquility 
is portrayed as calm, serene, peaceful or placid state of mind, where one is ”free from agitation 
of mind or spirit” (Merriam Webster: Definition of tranquil, n.d.).  

1.3.4 Nurturing brain frequencies

In neuroscience, our consciousness is explained with five different brain frequencies, which 
are changing constantly throughout the day. Alpha is the frequency of deep focus, flow, 
creativity, stress revival and decreased depression. Healing alpha activates itself in the moment 
of meditation and yoga, but also in other tasks requiring extremely focused state of mind such 
as sports or art (Bergland, 2015; Sirenius, A.M., 8.4.2018. Lecture: “Mieli ja tietoisuus, kuka 
olen?”).

The most usual frequency in everyday life is beta, which is a home for wandering mind, stress 
and anxiety. The last three frequencies, theta, delta and gamma, are active between deeper 
stages of dream and consciousness (Bergland, 2015). To train the mind to travel more often 
from beta to alpha frequency, from stress towards wellbeing, active being should be practised 
regularly. (Kabat-Zinn, 2010; Lifted, 2018). This is supported by the theory of neuroplasticity, 
brain’s ability to reform itself (Bergland, 2015; 2017).
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"The state of mind that exists when you sit 
in the right posture is itself enlightenment 
. . . . To take this posture is itself the right 
state of mind. ” 

Fig 12: Mudras, hand and feet positions, are used in yoga and 
meditation to steer the exercise.

Fig 11: Rock climbing is an example of a sport that requires deep 
concentration and evokes the sensation of flow in the practicioner.



Fig 13: Immersion is widely recognized and studied in the field 
of virtual reality (VR). On left, VR-1 goggles with Bionic Display™. 
Created by a Finnish company Varjo.

Fig 14-15: Light Strings - Kinesthetic immersive environment is an interactive installation made of fiber optics, which engages 
visitors to play with all senses. Artists: Jinsil Hwaryoung Seo and Greg Corness. Exhibited in SIGGRAPH Asia 2012: Echo, 
Singapore.

Fig 16: Globe formation is widely used in architecture to create an immersive "360 degree view". On top is  “Morphogenesis” 
(2016) at SAT’s dome “Satosphere”, an immersive modular theatre in Montreal, Canada. Photo by Sebastien Roy.
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1.3.5 Immersion

Immersion is described as a phenomenon, where a person gets absorbed deeply into a situation 
making one forget the surrounding real world. In the realms of presence, immersion has the 
same quality of deep involvement and focus in the moment, which in psychology is known as 
experience of flow. Even though immersion and flow have close relation to each other, the mental 
experience of flow is normally described to happen during exercise or in a creative process 
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). Immersion, in the modern-era, is mainly discussed in the field of 
interaction technology and virtual reality (VR), where vision has the main role in eliciting 
immersion. Before computational research, immersion has been studied in the field of film and 
narrative, but also in architecture and aesthetics (Seo, 2011).

Otherworldly experience is typically reached through a 360-degree panoramic view. In 
architecture, panoramic experience is historically created with dome construction. Domes are 
broadly found in ritual and spiritual places but also in scientific, educational and entertainment 
environments around the world. Panorama’s power is based on its’ capacity to overwhelm the 
visual sense by surrounding the viewer completely through vastness. (Seo, 2011). 

Even though vision has been the main stimulator for an immersive experience, researches have 
declared the greater impact through multi-sensorial interaction. In a research by Jinsil Seo 
(2011), touch and tactility dominate in the experience of immersion together with vision or 
sound. The research is based on a spatial installation called ”Light Strings” (fig 14,15), which 
encourages the visitor into playful but meditative interaction with an uncommon fiber optic 
space. 

1.3.6 Breaking the habituated perception

In Seo's study, experience of immersion occurs by ”breaking the habituated background senses”. 
This means, that the visitors experience unusual sensorial and mental sensations, that they 
cannot describe. Habituated background refers to a strong bond of vision and touch, which 
usually create habitual and presumed way of moving our limbs without the need of paying 
attention to them. In psychology this is called as ”background disappearance”(Johnson, 2007, 
as cited in Seo, 2011). Uncommon sensations, such as sudden blindess, are said so disturb 
the habituated perception (Paterson, 2007), which lead to reawakening or rediscovering the 
perception (Merleau-Ponty, 1992, as cited in Seo, 2011). 

1.3.7  Sensory deprivation and floating

Meditative experience and immersive sensation can also be achieved by sensory deprivation 
through floating. Floating, in a lightless and soundproof tank filled with epsom salt water  
(fig 17), accelerates a phenomenon where the majority of sensorial stimuli are isolated. The 
flotation tank was invented in 1954 by neuroscientist John C. Lilly, whose goal was to create 
an environment, which was free from external stimulus, and hence, serve as a meditative and 
healing space for an individual. (Hutchison, 1984 and Lilly, 2007, as cited in Seo, 2011). 
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Fig 17: Flotation tank was first developed in the 1950's. 
The tank produces a completely sensory free environment, 
which stimulates the relaxation response (RR). Floating 
has proven to treat physical and mental problems.

Lilly’s methodology proved to be successful and for example Nasa included flotation tanks 
into their training programme for astronauts (Saunders, 2017). Floating therapy has been as 
well embraced by professional athletes and in health care as a recovery method. In addition to 
curing stress and mental problems, it has been reported to improve creativity.  but also treat 
autonomic nervous system, chronic pain and increased blood pressure (Stevenson, 2013). In 
Sweden, flotation therapy is incorporated into national health service (Saunders, 2017).

1.3.8 Relaxation response

Sensory seprivation’s healing efficiency is based on a ”Restricted Environmental Stimulation 
Technique” (REST), which provokes a deep relaxation response (RR). Relaxation response, 
introduced in 1975 at the Harvard Medical School, is the opposite phenomena for ”fight-flight 
response,” better known as stress response (Norlander et al, 2012).

In addition to flotation therapy, another method, which sparks the RR builds on the practice 
of mindfulness meditation: 1) steering focus on a repetitive element, such as word, sound or 
breathing and 2) letting go of the wandering thoughts returning oneself to the act of repetition 
(Moraveji, 2012, as cited in Buur et al, 2016).
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to guide designer in further artistic and 
creative work with materials.
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Fig 18: Structure of the material workshop based on MDMS-method (Karana et al, 2010).

2.1 FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY 

Interior textiles, especially blankets and rugs, are close to human skin and an essential part 
of yoga and meditation exercises. As discussed previously, material choices affect the spatial 
atmosphere and hence, the human mind. I aim to produce inspirational and explorative material 
sketches for spatial textiles, which stem from the experience of presence.

2.1.1 Case: Meditative quality in a material

In my case study, I approach wellbeing and the concept of presence by researching what kind 
of material characteristics are associated with meditative experiences. I use Meaning driven 
materials selection (MDMS)-tool as a research method, which is developed by Karana, Hekkert 
and Kandachar (2010). The MDMS-method has been developed for designers to be used as 
an inspiration tool in the process of material selection. It studies how different meanings, 
thus personality traits, are linked to materials by gathering data from users. Despite being a 
participatory design method, MDMS emphasizes designer’s personal intuition and creativity 
when drawing conclusions from the collected data.

With this tool, I study the factors, which define how materials obtain their meanings. These 
factors are: sensorial experiences, material properties, interaction, context of use and user’s 
emotions and associations (Karana, 2010).

2.1.2 Method: Meaning driven material selection

The pre-requirement for using the Meaning driven materials selection-tool is to have adjectives 
portraying the personality traits, that define investigated meanings. Having this knowledge, 
the tool, which consists of three steps, can be utilized (Karana et al, 2010). In this case study, 
the method have been modified into a form of a material workshop, which is illustrated step by 
step in the figure 18.

The next chapters describe how the case study has been executed. The process description 
starts by defining the personality traits, which are investigated later with the MDMS-tool. This 
is followed by a description about the workshop, the results and finally, interpretations and 
a concept. The last chapter of the case study shares some discussion about the concept and 
outlines the prototyping of material sketches, which are stimulated by the workshop findings.

2 Case study
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2.2 ANALYSIS OF MEDITATIVE AND 
IMMERSIVE CHARACTERISTICS 

This chapter introduces an example from interaction technology, a meditation app PAUSE, which 
is followed by sharing some personal experience from meditative sensation. Finally, these 
insights are drawn together with additional meditative and immersive characteristics, which are 
found from the literature.

2.2.1 Interactive Meditation App: PAUSE

PAUSE is an interactive meditation application for mobile devices. Its main concept lies in 
an interaction style named Mindful Touch. Mindful Touch guides the user through a stress 
relieving exercise by engaging one to perform continuous circle-based finger movements.  This 
interaction style builds upon the principles of mindful journey, which refers to fluid and slow, 
focus requiring bodily movements, which are practiced in Tai Chi (Buur et al, 2016).

In the app, Mindful Touch is combined to visuals of ”airy, subtle nuances”, both in colour 
and in animation style. When the user interacts with circular finger movements, poetic and 
organic floating ”bubbles” evolve seamlessly together with ”non-predictable and non-rhytmic” 
soundscape. The creators of PAUSE describe reasons for such aesthetics to be in the goal of 
developing an app that requires user’s attention but does not trigger additional and distractive 
stimulation for the mind (Buur et al, 2016). This is based on the sensation of Attention Restoration 
Process known in psychology. In short, it indicates to running a simple effortless action for a 
certain period of time, in this case circular finger movement, which enables one to focus the 
attention in the process and limit irrelevant stimulation (Kaplan, 2001).

2.2.2 Personal experience - Brain floating

My own experience from exercising meditation crystallizes to a phenomenon, which I have 
named brain floating. While steering the focus to breathing guided by a yoga or meditation 
instructor, I have momentarily experienced the feeling of floating, which physically resonates 
in my spine and head as lightness and airiness. This sensation leads to worry-free state of mind 
and to an experience of being enclosed to my own space within a space. This could be maybe 
described as nesting or cocooning to oneself while letting to world carry. Heavy blanket also 
helps.

2 Case study

Interestingly, the idea of floating is as well applied in the PAUSE app as a visual interactive 
cue. According to the research paper describing the development of the app, the visual 
aesthetics of floating answer more positive to users’ needs and expectations of calm meditative 
experience(Buur et al, 2016). If considered floating in the wider perspective of presence, it does 
appear, as described previously, for example as a physical accelerator for sensory deprivation-
process (floating therapy), and relaxation response (RR).

Fig 19: PAUSE-app invites the user to interact with circular, airy 
formations titled as "Mindful Touch". The app aims to evoke 
meditative and relaxing experience in the user.
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2.2.3 Meditative and immersive characteristics

I have compiled meditative and immersive characteristics in to an illustration on right (fig 20), 
which contents are drawn from personal experience and previously cited literature and research 
publications. The referenced works are following: 

Kabat-Zinn, J. (2010). Wherever You Go, There You Are. Mindfulness Meditation for Everyday 
Life. London: Piatkus.

Seo, J. (2011). Aesthetics of immersion in interactive immersive environments: a phenomenological 
case study of light strings (Doctoral dissertation, Communication, Art & Technology: School of 
Interactive Arts and Technology).

Buur, J., Cheng, P. & Lucero, A. (2016). PAUSE: exploring mindful touch interaction on 
smartphones. In Proceedings of the 20th International Academic Mindtrek Conference (pp. 
184-191). ACM.
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 2.3 DIVIDING MULTI-DIMENSIONAL 
MEDITATIVE EXPERIENCE INTO 
PERSONALITY TRAITS 

Before the MDMS-method can be utilized, designer must know which expressive and 
intangible, in short, personality traits will be investigated (Karana et al, 2010). In my case study, 
I started this phase by creating an extensive list of expressive personality traits, which portray 
the multi-dimensional meditative experience. These were guided by the analysis of meditative 
and immersive characteristics (see fig 21), which contents are based on literature and personal 
experience.

I grouped the listed personality traits by similarity and chose the ones for the workshop, which 
I regarded to be the most clear and relevant ones to be explored further. Three of them are a 
pair of traits, which support each others meanings. The excluded personality traits were either 
too complicated or merely synonyms for the ones, which I chose. The process of grouping the 
traits by similarity, is presented in the figure 20. The ones chosen were:

1) Enchanting
2) Serene
3) Empathic-Caring
4) Rooted-Steady
5) Wise-Conscious

2 Case study
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rooted

wise
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calm
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sensual
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easy-going

flowing

gentle

enchanting hypnotic magical

therapeutic
comforting

empathic

caring nurturing

encouraging

steady

Fig 21: Meditative experience divided into expressive personality traits.
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Personality trait

(in Finnish)

Enchanting
(Lumoava)

Serene
(Seesteinen)

Empathic-
Caring

(Empaattinen-
Välittävä)

Rooted-
Steady

(Juurtunut- 
Vakaa)

Wise-
Conscious

(Viisas-
Tiedostava)

Workshop 1 1 participant 1 1 1 1 2

Workshop 2 3 participants 3 3 3 3 6

Workshop 3 1 participant 2 1 1 1 2

Workshop 4 1 participant 2 1 1 1 1

Answers in total 8 6 6 6 11

Fig 22: This table shows number of answers per investigated personality trait.

Fig 23: A participant evaluating her choice of material with the sensorial scale form.

2.4 WORKSHOP: EXPLORING PERSONALITY 
TRAITS IN MATERIALS 

Workshop was done in a large home interior store. I had six participant in total, 3 female and 
3 male, all with Finnish nationality. The material workshops was arranged 4 times so that 3 
of the participants were alone with me and 3 were together in a small group. The researched 
personality traits were 5 in total, which were asked once per participant. In order to gather 
more versatile data, I did two exceptions regarding the traits enchanting and wise-conscious 
by asking the participants to choose two materials per trait. In total, I received 37 answers 
(fig 22).

I chose to organize the workshop in an artificial environment due to the fact, that I didn’t 
want the place to be saturated with personal or too intimate memories, which might 
affect the results. However, the environment was somewhat home-like and enabled the 
participants to move touch, smell, gaze and wander around freely. By doing this, I was able 
to control that the research premises were moderately same each time and the gathered 
data had a consistent quality. To test different contextual environments, the workshop took 
place in four different departments: furnished and decorated living rooms and bedrooms, 
kitchenware, household items and garden. All of the workshops were done in Finnish.

The structure of the workshop is presented on the figure 18 (see page 42). Each personality 
trait was asked individually, one at a time, from each of the participants. They were given 
approximately 5 minutes in a specific department to hunt for the suitable material or 
object. Straight after the hunt, they filled the sensorial scale form, which measured different 
material properties such as weight, translucency, softness etc. This was followed with a semi-
structured interview, where I asked reasons for choosing the material and possibly raised 
further questions based on the conversation. In the end, each material was photographed. 

With this workshop, I examined what kind of associations, emotions, sensorial experiences 
and interaction the chosen materials and objects evoked in the participants. These are all 
components of the entity situational whole, which defines the personality of a material and 
material experience (Karana, 2010).

2 Case study
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2.5 FINDINGS FROM THE WORKSHOP 

I present the workshop findings by steering the main focus on the qualitative data. With each 
personality trait, I have compiled the key points from the interviews into an explanatory 
paragraph. These are accompanied with the photographs from each chosen material, short 
summary from the context of use (objects) and list of keywords. 

The outcome of the interviews is followed by a short discussion about the workshop. Additionally, 
some comments are presented from the quantitative data, which measures the material and 
sensorial properties from the chosen materials. These are filled by the participants themselves. 

All of the interviews (in Finnish) are included in the Appendix I and the filled sensorial scale 
forms in the Appendix II. 

Fig 24: Cactus represented wisdom and consciousness to a participant because of its ability to 
protect oneself and survive in a harsh environment.

2 Case study
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2.5.1 ENCHANTING (living department)

Enchanting is generally described as something that 
captivates or invites the viewer to take a deeper look. This 
captivating element is usually a dynamic, ”living” nature 
element: light, fire, foliage, planets. Light and glass are 
mentioned, since they have the power of reflecting oneself 
and others. Light also resembles fire and candles, shadow 
and warmth. Some participants mention, how the chosen 
artefact bluffs whit its appearance - it doesn’t look or 
behave how they expected. To understand the material’s 
full potential, it requires often interaction with it: a roll 
curtain creates the sound of a purring cat when gently 

pulled, a planet-looking ball turns out to be a see-through 
glass instead of ionized metal, an hour-glass tempts with 
its’ mystically flowing golden sand. 

USE: Interior decorations/mood creator - faux plants, glass 
sculpture, hour glass, lightning, glass ware. 
Other - a light emitting roll curtain.

KEYWORDS: Glow, shimmer, reflection, shadows, light, 
mystical powers, living creature, leaking colours, flowing 
patterns, space, hyper nature, movement, surprise element, 
captivating.

GLOW

SHIMMER

LIGHT MIST

REFLECTION

BLUFFING

LEAKING COLOURS

SPACE - HYPER NATURE

LIVING CREATURE

MYSTICAL

MOVEMENT

CAPTIVATING

NATURE

2.5.2 SERENE (living department)

Time is paused. This is a concept, which the participants 
commonly mention when they describe a serene object. 
One participant has chosen a pillow-furnished green 
terrace, where (faux)plants  ”have no rush, some of 
them look dead”. Other one portrays a simple wreath as 
something picked from the nature, unable to flourish 
nor dry anymore - nothing will happen to it, it’s life has 
ended while ago. Serenity means as well calmness and 
often associated with nature elements such as a still drop 
of water, foliage or animals. Textiles are also brought up: 
a white knitted blanket is soft, warm and smooth, a fur 

pillow begs to brush it making you feel light, like sitting 
on a fluffy cloud. One participant paints the image of a 
dark green velvet chair as an eternal solitude being, which 
reflects only it’s own unique surface. In addition, the chair 
makes you sink in it’s comfy presence. Serene material 
seems to be experienced by touching and gazing at them.

USE: Textiles (skin touch) - knitted blanket, fur pillow, 
velvety chair. Decorative plants - (faux) plants, wreath. 
Other - decorative glass plate.

KEYWORDS: frozen time, softness, fluffy, nature, water, 
eternity, touch, calmness, peace.

FROZEN TIME

ETERNITY

DEAD NATURE

SOFT & SOOTHING

FLUFFY

IMMERSING VELVET

CALMNESS

PEACE

WATER

SENSE OF TOUCH
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2.5.3 EMPATHIC - CARING (kitchen department)

Empathic and caring are features connected to something 
Empathic and caring are features connected to something, 
that shields and provides shelter, a cocoon perhaps. Three 
out of 6 participants chose oven glove or a potholder, since 
it protects hands from burning and is as well soft. Same 
explanation were given to a kitchen towel, which can be 
made dirty without any harm or hurting its feelings. The 
colours, white, blue and red, in one of the oven gloves, 
resemble home, thus love and care. Bunch of seals made 
of silicone are caring, because they enable a bacteria-free 
environment for the content inside the glass jar. They also 
show empathy by adapting themselves to the form of jar.

USE: Kitchenware - oven gloves, silicone seals (for a jar), 
woven kitchen towel, a kettle.

KEYWORDS: cocoon, shelter, protection, softness, 
coziness, ability to adapt, home, warmth, ductile.

COCOON

PROVIDES SHELTER

SOFT

DUCTILE

COZINESS

ADAPTIVE

NESTING

HOME

WARMTH

its legs truly down to earth and have strength enough to 
carry trees and bushes. A terracotta pot has a simple heavy-
looking shape and earthy tones.

USE: Plants - hyacinth, bonsai tree, stem of palm tree, 
sprouted coconut. Other - terracotta pot, metal rack shelf.

KEYWORDS: small, bulky, heavy, recognisable roots, 
wisdom, strength, earthy tones.

2.5.4 STEADY - ROOTED (plant department)

The results literally are what the title states: rooted and 
down to earth. The chosen object is usually a small sturdy 
plant, often closest to the earth compared to the other 
foliage around. Their roots or the bulb it sprouts from, is 
more massive, bulky and recognisable than its leaves and 
stem. These plants are regarded stable and wise, because 
they stay down to earth without no fear of falling. Being 
steady seems to be something positive. A coconut sprout is 
not moving anywhere due to it’s heaviness. One describes 
how the owner of a bonsai tree has to be rooted as well (into 
a place), in order to take care of the tree. A metal rack has 

SMALL

BULKY - SOLID

SIMPLE

HEAVY ROOTS

WISDOM

STRENGTH

EARTHY TONES

("Kettle", from web)

("Metal rack", from web)
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to imagine these traits to something living that senses its 
environment. Other participant envisions the tree as an 
ancient eastern person, who lives in the mountains and has 
a twisted curled up body. A wooden mug (kuksa) reflects 
the human using it in outdoor adventures. The mug gathers 
stories from the fire places, and appears as a conscious 
being due to its round shape and living, swelling material.

USE: Plants - bonsai-tree, cactus, orchid, aloe vera, meat 
eating plant. Other - wooden mug (Lapland), plant-
growing light, a metal pot, faux plant.

KEYWORDS: old, grown in time, nurturing, originality, 
shield, worn-out colours, ability to reproduce, humanity, 
round, wood, survivor, plant systems, nature.

2.5.5 WISE - CONSCIOUS (plant department)

Being wise and conscious is generally linked to being old, 
wisdom gained and grown in time. Cactus is wise to protect 
itself with spikes and survive in rough conditions. Aloe 
vera is described with similar features, and in addition, 
it can nurture others. White orchid and greyish bonsai 
tree radiate wisdom and age with their colour. Other 
”old” features mentioned are length and dryness. Tiny, 
monstrous looking carnivorous plant knows, how to lure 
and feast with flies - Being odd and different is considered 
as a conscious trait, something that resembles humanity. 
For example, two participants picked a bonsai tree. One 
thought it has the shape of a human and tells how it is easier 
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RE-PRODUCTIVE

ORIGINALITY

ROUND

WORN-OUT COLOURS

SURVIVOR

HUMANITY

ORGANIC 
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2.5.6 Comments from the workshop

Materials were mostly selected based on vision and tactility. The participants described in multiple 
and imaginative ways, why certain materials possessed their personalities. Some answers had 
a philosophic, personal and emotional value. For example with the trait wise-conscious, one 
person explained, how the plastic plant was wise to make him feel environmentally conscious 
and question the faux plant's existence.

2.5.7 Problematic quantitative data

Quantitative data was collected from the users by asking them to fill a form (fig 25), which 
measures 10 different sensorial properties from each selected material or object. The participants 
evaluated these properties subjectively by selecting the most suitable option matching their 
material selection. 

I analyzed the quantitative data by counting the average number for each evaluated property 
per personality trait. Calculating the average from the evaluations, turned out to be problematic 
because of two main reasons: 1) in many cases, the materials chosen for the same personality 
trait were contrasting and thus, had no common distinguishable sensorial features, and 2) the 
participants interpreted similar or even same materials differently. Whether something was rated 
matte or glossy, weak or strong ranged entirely by persona and the amount of quantitative data 
was not extensive enough. Hence, the collected data from the material and sensorial properties 
was not applicable enough to be interpreted in this case study. However, the interviews hint 
which sensorial properties have significance and support some of the quantitative findings. 
For example enchanting is mostly rated as being light-weighted, smooth and glossy - These 
are obvious reflections from majority of the chosen objects, which were lamps. Serene and 
empathic-caring are rated somewhat soft and opaque. Empathic-caring is also considered warm 
- most of the chosen materials for empathic-caring were soft and protecting oven mittens. The 
filled sensorial scale forms are included in the Appendix II.

Fig 25: Filled sensorial scale forms from the workshop.

("Orchid", from web)

("Fly trap", from web)
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2.6 INTERLACING THE FINDINGS 

As described in earlier chapter, I decided to continue my further interpretation with the 
photographs and especially with the interviews, since they embodied quite imaginative and 
storytelling content reflecting emotions, associations, context and action. I formulated visual 
boards from each of the personality trait, in which I added the photographs together with the 
keywords, which represented the interview material. From these boards I selected the most 
significant and appealing findings, which portrayed the investigated personality trait (fig 26).

I continued the analysis by comparing and seeking similarities from the findings verbally. I 
interlaced all of the keywords under similar characteristics by crossing the original findings from 
the personality traits. Since the data was multifaceted and expanding into many directions, it 
was difficult to weave it together as one concrete proposal accentuating the meditative material 
experience. Instead, and as expected due to the many investigated personality traits, it was many. 

To gain benefit and inspirational guidance for my own creative process, I initiated conceptual and 
expressive phrases. The phrases were developed by mixing and fine-tuning the re-assembled key 
findings. The full process of interpreting the workshop data with the keywords is illustrated in the 
figure 27.
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Fig 26: Key findings from the workshop portraying the studied personality traits.



Fig 27: Illustration of the process of interpretating the workshop data.
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III Concept building: Rearranging the findings under similar characteristics and 
initiating conceptual phrases by interlacing keywords
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Fig 28: RAW+FINE: a light emitting sketch with fibre and delicate chiffon

2.7 SKETCHING PRESENCE EVOKING 
MATERIALS

This chapter describes the process of sketching presence evoking materials, which is meant to be 
an inspirational basis for design work among spatial textiles. The results, which emerge from 
the user data (fig 27), are highly subjective and my analysis from the findings is as well a result 
of an intuitive interpretation. Thus, the material sketches are most importantly representations 
of applying participatory methods into the textile design process. After that, they serve as 
explorative suggestions for textile materials, which interpret a one perspective of how to evoke 
a sensation of presence with materials.

2.7.1 Conceptual background: interaction and curves 

Elvin Karana et al (2010) state that the meaning of material formulates through interaction with 
the user and the material. If considering the spatial experience, it was presented previously, that 
in order to be perceived, space must contain "possibilities for action" (Jelić et al, 2016, 16).  Indeed, 
interaction highlighted itself as a significant factor in all of the interviews describing the chosen 
materials. Thus, my goal was to explore and propose material ideas, which would encourage the 
user for interaction, possibly evoke attention and an arresting material experience. Whatever 
the interaction would be, for example petting the material, placing it on one's face or stepping 
on it, the action should be done willingly.

The concepts I chose to work with, were following:  

a) Soft sinking curves: soft, fluffy, airy and absorbing properties (serene).

b) Simple (exaggerated) shapes: safety, stability, nesting, warmth (empathic-caring).

c) Humming hyper-nature hues: bright leaking colours inspired by the distinctive 
nature (wise-conscious + enchanting), with watery and worn-out filter (serene  + wise-
conscious).

d) Blurred motion: organic and delicate, watery movement (enchanting), which 
perhaps bluffs the perception, hints from something living, smouldering energy. 

2 Case study
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Curves correlate to quite many of the concepts above, but also to humanity, which originally 
occurred with the trait wise-conscious (fig 26). Ilse Crawford, an ambassador of sensuality and 
interior design, shares an intriguing thought about curves in her book Sensual home: Liberate 
your senses and change your life (1997, 78): 

”Straight lines came along with machines. The horizon of oceans 
and deserts is definitely  curved, so too is the human form . . . . 
We think of curves as being warm and sensual . . . . Curves invite 
us to touch and explore.”

She also relates the sensations of warmth, humanity and intimacy to colours and materials, 
which have gained patina in time (Crawford, 1997), while architect Juhani Pallasmaa (2012, 63) 
juxtaposes warmth to the relationship between home and human skin:

”There is a strong identity between naked skin and the sensation 
of home. The experience of  home is essentially an experience of 
intimate warmth.”

So, if carefully suggesting some rough and polarized conclusions based on Pallasmaa's and 
Crawford's thinking, materials with soft, curvy forms and worn-out quality, evoke the 
experience of warmth, are humane and invite one to touch and interact. Hence, the conceptual 
phrase "Immersing patina", which was drawn from the workshop findings (fig 27), is somewhat 
justified in this context.

2.7.2 Sensible creatures - Raw and fine

The ideology behind the process of sketching materials was to make fast, unelaborated, not too 
much chewed samples, which would still exhale their own responsive character. In short, be 
"raw and fine", sensible creatures.

The raw materials I wanted to tinker with, were the most softest and adaptive materials found 
from the nature: silk and wool. They adapt to human skin and to their surroundings. Silk and 
wool are both cool in the heat and warm when cold. Especially wool emits the values linked to 
traits of wisdom and consciousness, empathy and care: wool nurtures and warms the skin even 
when moist, cleanses itself when exposed to fresh air. On the other end, of the raw material 
choices, were almost contrasting, glittery and translucent materials, which would provoke eye 
attention and a sense of motion by reflecting light. 

2 Case study

I started the process by collecting a varying array of images, that to me resembled the same 
nature as the conceptual phrases. This method was rather overwhelming due to the large 
quantity of paths (images) to follow, so instead, I went straight on tinkering with raw materials, 
sourcing suitable craft materials and browsing some samples from previous projects.

The practice of ideating and sketching is presented and commented in the figures 29-43. Each 
material sketch has inspired the other, and evolved through making. I have exploited multiple 
methods, which include sewing, drawing, photography, weaving, dyeing and casting composites. 
The most applied method is weaving and especially jacquard, which in my opinion, enables 
endless possibilities for prototyping multi-material composites with diverse nature. 

Fig 29-31: Material thoughts: mulberry silk, soft and bulky craft sketch, glittery and odd pompom.
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Fig 32-33: How would it feel to stand on a matt made of fluffy wool and casted silicone?
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Fig 34: The sound, this fluffly surface created when walked over, was described similar to walking on dry grass. 
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Fig 35-36: The same wavy creature, which is a two-layered woffle surface, acts differently when exposed to light.
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Fig 37: Mulberry silk soothes both the mind and skin.
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Fig 38-39: Creature with aging wrinkles and glitter.



Fig 40-41: Wool marble. Mixing hues with mohair and merino wool.
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3 conclusions

This thesis explored material design from an experiential and holistic perspective by applying 
participatory methods into a textile design process. The research was situated in the context of 
experience of presence, which elicits wellbeing. The main goals for the thesis were to 1) explore 
new methods for inspiration by applying user experience in the textile design process and 2) 
sketch materials from a new experiential perspective considering both mind and body.

3.1 Theoretical outcome

It was noted, that people use expressive, intangible, human-like personality traits to describe 
materials. These personality traits refer to meanings, which explain experiences, values and 
emotions linked to materials. Meaning contributes to the overall material experience, which 
is affected by several factors such as material’s sensorial properties, object, context of use, way 
of interaction and user’s emotions, associations and memories. Spatial experience was noticed 
to emerge from similar factors with material experience and it was suggested, that material 
experience affects spatial experience by creating possibilities (affordances) for action.

The experience of presence was reviewed through insights into meditation, mindfulness, 
neuroscience and immersive experience. The main assumption, derived from neuroscience, was 
that the ability to pay attention elicits sensations such as enhanced creativity, revival of stress 
and reduced symptoms of depression. It was noted that in buddhism, rehearsing mindfulness 
and active being leads to a state of tranquility, stillness of mind, which is claimed to be an 
inherent ability of the mind for maintaining the natural performance of the body. Many of the 
methods for exercising presence, were discovered to be based on the action of steering one’s 
focus to bodily sensations through repetition. This practice was also recognised to evoke the 
relaxation response (RR), identified in psychology as the opposite of stress response.

3.2 Case study

The observations from the theoretical part were applied to an explorative case study, which 
investigated what kind of material features, experiences, context and emotions were attached 
to personality traits that portray meditative experience. The study was executed in a form of 
material workshops with users by utilising Meaning Driven Materials Selection-tool. Six people 
in total, ages between 21-30, participated in the material workshops.

Findings from the workshop consisted of semi-structured interviews, photographs and 
qualitative data in the form of sensorial evaluations. The interpretations from the findings 
were done by analysing the interviews, which reflected participants subjective answers and 
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imaginative and explanatory content. Instead of indicating an equivalent array of conclusions, the 
qualitative data collected from each individual personality trait resulted in versatile findings. The 
qualitative results were later dismissed due to the small amount of participants.

When all the data from each trait was compared with each other, the different personality traits were 
found to share some similar key features. These interlaced findings were condensed into diverse 
conceptual phrases, such as soft and sinking curves, humming hyper-nature hues and blurred 
motion, which portrayed the interpreted meditative experience. These concepts were examined by 
creating explorative and initial material sketches for spatial textiles.

3.3 The method and its limitations

The Meaning Driven Materials Selection (MDMS)-tool was easy to adapt in the design process and 
helped me to approach material design from a new experiential and holistic perspective.The original 
version of MDMS is done with a survey without face-to-face contact with the user. Executing a 
participatory workshop gave me a more intimate contact with the participants and a possibility to 
interact with them. In general, I enjoyed having the role of a field researcher without a clue of where 
the end results would take me.

Even though I was forced to exclude the sensorial ratings from the final analysis, I found it useful 
and fun to interpret the interviews, which were versatile and bursting with insights. To gain benefit 
from the quantitative data measuring the sensorial properties of materials, the data should be more 
extensive and, as in the original version of MDMS, collected with a survey.

3.4 Discussion

The results are not reliable for telling what kind of materials objectively evoke a meditative 
experience. Instead, they provide a subjective and an inspiring interpretation of a challenging 
subject. Personal interpretations were already made at the very beginning of the case study, when I 
translated meditative experience into personality traits. This was a thrilling task, which motivated 
me to go further with the research. In my opinion, despite the fact that the results are subjective, 
the findings resonate similar associations and ways of interaction. At least, they give some hints of 
how certain materials are experienced in Finland within a precise age group.

Depending on the user, the material sketches might present some new, unexpected personality 
traits which were not part of the research. Also, the fact that the sketches are rather small and 
not embedded into an object, affects the way they are experienced. Some might even find the 
sketches utterly controversial to meditative experience. Nonetheless, tinkering with materials fed 
various new and stimulating ideas, which I aim to develop further in a bigger scale. It would also 
be interesting to see the outcome, if the results would have been situated in a different context than 
textiles.

The topic of presence, which drifts in the waves of psychology and subjective experiences was very 
demanding. However, I regard it as an important and stimulating subject, which deserves more 
attention in the design field. In the future, I hope to have a possibility to do collaborative work with 
different professionals and continue the explorative work with materials in various contexts. 

3 Conclusions
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ENCHANTING (lumoava)

A: peikonlehti (tekokasvi)
-kun sitä katsoo, lumoutuu koska se on lumetta(tekokasvi) ja 
siitä tulee syvempiä kasviin liittyviä ajatuksia
-kasvit on usein eläviä,  sillä voisi olla sielu, mutta ei ole

JA: kattolamppukompositio
-heijastaa itseään, omaa valoaan ja toisia valoja
-näin ollen hämää, että valoja olisi enemmän vaikkei ole

E: lasinen pöytävalaisin
-muistuttaa tulta/kynttilää
-valo kutsuu luokseen, luo varjoja+valoa ja ehkä lämpöä (jos 
menee tarpeeksi lähelle)

JO: tiimalasi, lumoavasta tulee mieleen joku fantasia-juttu
-näyttää, että sillä on lumoavia voimia, se on mystinen
-siinä on liikkuvia osia, voi jäädä sen (tiimalasin) vangiksi 
tuijottamaan, kultainen hiekka on maaginen elementti

M: vaalea laskosverho
-yleensä tämmöisissä verhoissa on vaikea mekanismi, tätä 
tarvii vain rennosti työntää/vetää, liikkuu todella sujuvasti ja 
miellyttävästi
-päästää äänen, joka on kuin kehräävä, kuorsaava kissa
-läpikuultava, päästää valoa vähän läpi, koska paperimatskua

M: lasikuplat
- väripinta on elävä, luulin aluksi, että se on metallia, mutta 
se olikin lasia ja siitä näkyy osittain läpi, eli hämää
-rykelmässä nää heijastaa toisiaan, tulee mieleen planeetta-
ulottuvuus

N: lasimaljakko,
-se lumoaa mut kuviollaan ja  värimaailmoillaan
-tekee mieli tuijottaa, soljuva ja vaihtuva marmorimainen 
kuviomaailma

N: lasivalaisin
-se hohtaa ja katse tarttuu siihen
-kahden eri matskun yhdistelmä, kun on tälläistä 
mattaa(korkki) ja sitten hohtavaa

Appendix I: The interviews (in Finnish)

SERENE (seesteinen)

A: valkoinen karvatyyny
-pehmeys, kun sitä koskee, se saa olon tuntemaan seesteiseksi
-seesteinen: olo kuin olisi pilven hattaralla, kevyt, 
rauhallinen olo
-tekee mieli silitellä sitä

JA: lasilautanen
-muistuttaa, että joku on pudottanut siihen vesipisaran ja 
aika on pysähtynyt
-tyyni ja rauhallinen
-valkoiseen tilaan sopii pieni värielementti
-tulee mieleen, että se on vettä, vesi on seesteistä

E: sisustettu kasvi/terassitila
-paljon kasveja, luo rauhallisuutta
-tekokukkia, ne on paikallaan, ei kiire - osa näyttää kuolleilta
-pehmeitä elementtejä, joissa voi istua

JO: kranssi, tekokukista (eukalyptus)
-kasvielementti, oikeasti kerätty, se on ”kuollut” ei kasva 
enää eikä kuivu
-mitään ei tapahdu, se vaan on, se on rauhallista

M: vihreä samettinojatuoli
-eläväinen pinta, hämää että heijastaisi ympäristöään, 
heijasteleekin itseään, on täysin omanlaisensa matsku
-pysyy sellaisena kuin on, omana itsenään muuttuvasta 
ympäristöstä riippumatta
-sametti on pehmeä ja upottava, sitä hyvä silitellä

N: neulottu peite
-se on rauhoittavan näköinen ja tuntuinen
-tasaisuus ja pehmeys ja se että se lämmittää

EMPATHIC - CARING (empaattinen - välittävä)

A:  kattila
-se on vahvaa tekoa, ei hajoa joka iskusta
-ruostumatonta terästä, tekee siitä aikaa ja käyttöä kestävän,  
mikä tekee siitä ”välittävän”

E: patakinnas
-se on pehmeä ja lämmin kun laittaa käteen

JA: patakinnas (tumma)
-”olispa ollut värillinen patakinnas”
-suojelee käsiä
-on pehmoinen sisältä (mutta ulkoa vähän karkea)
-keittiön välittävin ja empaattisin tuote

JO: pannulappu
-välittää käyttäjästä niin, ettei tule palovammoja
-siinä on kotoisa kuosi, josta tulee mieleen koti
-kodista tulee mieleen empaattisuus/välittäminen
-sanaleikki: ”ei välit’ lämpöö läpi”

M: silikoniset tiivisteet
-ilman näitä, kaikki se, mitä laitetaan lasipurkkeihin olisi 
ympäristön armoilla, eli nää tiivisteet suojelee sitä sisältöä 
basilleilta eli välittää siitä
-nää myös mukautuu tähän lasipurkin muotoon, eli on 
empaattinen eli asettuu lasipurkin asemaan

N: valkea keittiöpyyhe
-tää on pehmeä, se on siinä vähän niinku odottamassa, että 
jos mulle tapahtuu joku haaveri, niin mä voin sitä hyödyntää
-vaikka se on valkoinen, niin se on vaan että  ”mut voi 
sotkea, ei haittaa”

STEADY - ROOTED (jalat maassa - vakaa)

A: metallihylly
-on kaikkein vakain asia täällä (kasviosastolla)
-jaksaa kannatella kasveja
-sillä on jalat konkreettisesti maassa, kaikista lähimpänä 
rakennuksen lattiaa

E: hyasintti
-se on suoraan kosketuksessa maahan
-sipuli näkyy, selkeä kontrasti kukkaan
-se on vielä pieni, vasta alkamassa ymmärtää maailmaa, 
hyvin steady, lähellä maata

JO: palmun lyhyempi runko/varsi (kaksi vartta)
-tää pienempi runko on päättänyt jäädä alas kun sen kaveri 
taas kurkottelee yläilmoihin
-sillä ei ole vaaraa kaatumisesta
-näyttää voivan hyvin ja on vakaa olento

JA: versonut kookospähkinä
-juuri osa on selkeästi suurempi kuin itse kasvi
-ei tule liikkumaan siitä mihinkään, on painavan oloinen

M: pieni bonsai-puu
-noi juuret paksunee maata kohti, rakenteet muuttuu 
kevyemmiksi ja hienommiksi mitä kauemmaks maata 
mennään, massa on keskittynyt lähelle maata
-koska tää vaatii huolenpitoa, niin sen hoitajan tulee myös 
olla ”rooted”, juurtunut johonkin paikkaan

N: terrakotta-ruukku
-tuntuu saviselta luonnon materiaalilta
-on yksinkertainen ja tasainen, tuntuu että se pysyisi maassa 
vakaana, kun sen siihen laittaa
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WISE - CONSCIOUS (viisas - tiedostava)

A: aloe vera
-se on hoitokasvi, sillä on hoitavia vaikutuksia
-se on mehikasvi, pystyy elämään raffeissa paikoissa, sen on 
oltava viisas selviytyäkseen

A: orkidea
-yhdistän orkidean viisauteen, oon varmaan lukenut jotain 
sellaista
-valkoinen väri, jonka yhdistän tiedostavuuteen
-se elää sademetsissä, on tosi erottuva kaikesta muusta 
vihreydestä, omituisuus ja erottuvuus linkittyy viisauteen

E: kaktus
-näyttää että se on kasvanut kauan, se on vanha ja kerännyt 
viisautta 
-se on fiksu, koska sillä on puolustusmekanismi muita 
vastaan, eli on piikikäs

E: bonsai-puu
-se on korkea ja tosi vanhan näköinen, suorastaan 
harmahtava verrattuna muihin täällä oleviin korkeisiin 
kasveihin
-on kuivan näköinen (vanha ja viisas)

JO: metallinen suojaruukku
-kuvasto (kasvillisuus) viittaa luonnolliseen viisauteen
-näyttää kruunulta, tulee mieleen viisaan hallitsijan 
kruunulta, tällaista ei saa päähänsä ellei ole viisas
-kukkaruukkuna viisas verrattuna muihin 
kukkaruukkuihin, koska ei esim. hajoa, kun tippuu maahan

JO: bonsai-puu
-tulee mieleen itämainen vanha viisas henkilö, joka asuu 
vuorilla
-ehkä se tyyppi on samanlainen vanha käppyrä kuin tämä 
(bonsai puu), joka on kestänyt aikaa
JA: kasvatusvalo-ruukku
-siinä voi ympäri vuoden kasvattaa kasveja, jotka normisti 
kuolisi talvella

JA: kärpäsloukku-lihansyöjäkasvi
-se pystyy houkuttelemaan kärpäsiä ja syö niitä ravinnoksi, 
se on kasvina viisas
-viisas ostos, se syö banaanikärpäset pois
M: muovinen tekokasvi
-tää on tehty muovista niin kuin kaikki muovipussit yms 
muovipaska, mutta tää onkin tehty kasvin näköiseksi ja 
silloin se hämää ja on viisas huijaamalla muita
-se tiedostaa oman olemuksensa, ei edes yritä olla oikea kasvi
-olemassaolollaan se saa mut kyseenalaistamaan muovikasvit 
ja niiden tarpeellisuuden, sai mut siis tiedostamaan

N: pieni bonsai-puu
-on helpompi kuvitella tämmöinen ominaisuus (viisas-
tietoinen) jollekin elolliselle, juurikin kasville, kuin 
elottomalle
-kasveissa on viisautta, niiden systeemeissä
-se tiedostaa ympäristössänsä tapahtuvia asioita, esim. tuntee 
onko kosteaa/kuivaa
-näyttää vähän ihmishahmolta, viisaus ja tiedostavuus on 
ihmisille annettuja ominaisuuksia ja tässä puun muodossa 
on vähän niinkuin ihmishahmo

N: kuksa
-se kerää viisautta ja tiedostaa kun kulkee ihmisen mukana 
reissulla, kuuntelee nuotion ääressä tarinoita
-sen pyöreä muoto muistuttaa ringistä, jossa esim ihmiset 
ovat yhdessä
-tän puinen matsku (oikea tehdään pahkasta), puut tuntuu 
tiedostavilta ja viisailta olennoilta
-vaikka puu olisi jo kuollut (esim esineessä) niin se pystyy 
silti muuttamaan muotoaan esim kosteuden mukaan
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Appendix II: The filled sensorial scale forms

= average

= individual answer
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EMPATHIC - CARING ROOTED - STEADY

= average

= individual answer
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